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Activity of communication measure

- Intensity and quality of communication
- Every project has a mailing list
- Who are the active posters (except robots)
- Influence of SPAM, noise, flames, etc. is reduced
- Mind the run-over-by-bus factor
Top 10 posters on debian-kernel@lists.debian.org

- maximilian.attems
- Sven.Luther
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- dann.frazier
- Martin.Michlmayr
- Christoph.Hellwig
- Jurij.Smakov
- Steve.Langasek
- Frans.Pop
Top 10 posters on debian-boot@lists.debian.org
Top 10 posters on debian-qa@lists.debian.org
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Top 10 posters on debian-devel@lists.debian.org
Top 10 posters on
debian-pkg-samba-maint@lists.debian.org
Top 10 posters on debian-med@lists.debian.org
Top 10 posters on debian-jr@lists.debian.org
Top 10 posters on debian-accessibility@lists.d.o
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